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Matiks 2009-2019 Search torrents Search files.The present invention relates to valves, and, more particularly, to in-line flow control valves. The present invention relates to a valve arrangement where the direction of fluid flow can be controlled remotely from the valve. Specifically,
the present invention concerns a valve arrangement wherein a valve stem is rotatable and actuated by a position indicator which is remote from the valve, and furthermore, the present invention relates to a valve assembly arrangement wherein the valve stem is enclosed by the
valve body. The present invention relates to a control valve and/or a flow control valve having a valve body, a valve stem arranged to be connected to a fluid control element, wherein a drive means is connected to the valve stem to actuate the latter through rotation and/or axial

displacement of the valve stem. The drive means is connected to a position indicator which is remote from the valve, wherein the position indicator has means for changing the position of the valve stem along the valve axis by rotation thereof when a position setting is transmitted
by the position indicator to the drive means. The indicator moves the valve stem through a component of movement transverse to the flow of the fluid. The control valves are used in utility, chemical and other industries to perform various functions. By way of example, the control

valves can be used in pneumatic devices which operate in accordance with the fluid flow. By way of example, one such device includes a piston which is actuated in accordance with the position of the valve stem. In another use, the control valves are arranged to be used for closing
off a flow section. In the industry, the control valves are connected to a fluid line by a pipe. In some applications, there is a need to be able to shut off a given portion of the fluid line for the purpose of, for example, testing of the pipe or in other similar situations. In order to achieve
this, the pipe is divided into zones by special shaped valves, where the pipe or pipe line is connected to the different valves by their respective fluid conduits. In this way, the valves close off a given portion of the pipe. This approach is not satisfactory in situations where the pipe

cross-section is so large that the division into different zones becomes impractical. The valves known in the industry are designed in a manner to separate the pipe into sections and thereafter connect the pipe sections to the respective flow conduits or fluid lines. In the case of large
pipes, for example, for
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return nil } // contains returns true if the slice
contains the element. func (s Ints) contains(e

int) bool { for _, n := range s { if n == e {
return true } } return false } // toInts sets the

ints for an Int slice using the same logic as
Go's map/append, but avoids allocation // of
the data by passing in the original data as

the first argument. func (s Ints) toInts(input
[]int) { for _, e := range input { s[e] = true }

} // toList sets the list for a List slice using
the same logic as Go's map/append, but

avoids allocation // of the data by passing in
the original data as the first argument. func
(s Lists) toList(input []interface{}) { for _, e
:= range input { list[e] = true } } // toMap

sets the map for a Map slice using the same
logic as Go's map/append, but avoids

allocation // of the data by passing in the
original data as the first argument. func (s
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Maps) toMap(input map[string]int) { for k, v
:= range input { s[k] = true } } // Filter

returns a new slice with all values from S
containing only // values from F. The values

in F must appear in the same order as //
those in S. Values are chosen for the new
slice by matching the // key provided. If a

value does not match a key then that value //
will not be chosen for the new slice. func (s

Ints) Filter(f func(int) bool) []int { ret :=
make([]int, 0, len(s)) for _, i := range s {
if!f(i) { ret = append(ret, i) } } return ret
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